WIPE OUT FEELINGS
IDEAS TO HELP CHILDREN RELAX
Color/draw:

No rules –just doodle or draw
with paper and drawing tools.

A Self Regulation Tool

Bubbles: Blowing bubbles encourages
deep breathing as well as fun tracking and catching them.
Laugh:
According to the Mayo Clinic, laughing soothes
tension and helps the body relax. Telling jokes, making
silly faces or watching a funny cartoon are all good ways
to laugh.
Music:
If your child needs to get out some energy,
have a 3-minute dance party then go into slow
motion (to help the brain get calmer). Also, listen to
a favorite song

Take a break: If a particular task is too frustrating, have your
child relax for a bit and return at a later time.
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Coping with emotions is a key
resiliency life skill.
Children can easily become overwhelmed with feelings. They
don’t naturally know how to handle them. They need adults to
teach them SELF-REGULATION.
Self-regulation includes the following:
Showing feelings, eg. excitement, worry, anger, frustration, and joy
Being able to cope with feelings in ways that do not hurt others

HOW TO USE WIPE OUT FEELINGS

Do after child’s upset or meltdown has lessened.

USE WITH:

Wipe Out Feelings Mat, Feeling Check Wheel; Dri-erase marker

First —-Ask child where on the Feeling Check they are. Proceed if
they are in the BLUE or YELLOW area. If in RED, use calming
strategies and WIPE OUT FEELINGS a little later.

When children can self-regulate, they can learn to:
Pay attention
Take turns
Make choices
Show patience
Calm down when upset

#1. Ask child to draw (or write) on board how they feel.
If child has difficulty, try drawing a simple mad or
sad face and ask child if that’s it.

These skills are important to getting for success in many life endeavors. If a
child can stay calm when frustrated, take turns, and cooperate, other children will include her in play. A teen can control a rash reaction to a negative social media post and an adult can solve a disagreement with another
employee.

Name the child’s feeling —SAY: “You feel ____ when ____. “

Self –regulation is LEARNED and developed with practice--- it doesn’t
develop automatically! Even adults struggle when strong feelings take
over and interfere with good decision-making.

The WIPE OUT FEELINGS tool is designed as a step-by-step guide to
TEACH WHAT TO DO when feelings rise: when challenging
behavior surfaces with one child AND it can also guide positive conflict resolution between two children.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Just as learning to read takes multiple skills and
stages of learning, so does self-regulation.
While using this tool, be sure children are practicing the following skills:
*self-calming strategies
*naming different feelings
*identifying their own feelings
*recognizing feelings of others
Also include social skills such as telling others what they want, helping
others and cooperating with others on a project or in play.

#2. Next ask child to tell you what happened.
You or the child can draw this in the form as
the story unfolds. Use patient listening —allow
child time to tell the story.
#3. Next talk about what things they can do when
they feel that way and what to do next time.
Have child DRAW that on the board or help if
needed.
Don’t rush to a solution --wait for child’s response and then
give some suggestions like:
“Can you tell Joey to ask you BEFORE he takes your
stuff?”
“Can you use something else?

NOTE: This process may also be used for problem-solving
disputes between two children. Have both children draw
what happened and how they feel. Then suggest they draw
some solutions for the problem. *Help them decide on the
best one.

